Stress-induced differences in the limbic system Fos expression are more pronounced in rats differing in responsiveness to novelty than social position.
We determined the interaction between such individual behavioural profiles as locomotor response to novelty or social position and the activation (Fos expression) of the brain's limbic regions following chronic laboratory and social interaction stress. Male Wistar rats (n=45), housed separately and handled for 2 weeks, were divided into high (HR) and low (LR) responders to novelty. Seven days later, 12 HRs and 12 LRs were subjected to a chronic 23 consecutive day social interaction test (Nov/SocI group), 5 HRs and 5 LRs were subjected to chronic laboratory stress: carrying from the vivarium to the laboratory for 23 consecutive days (Nov/Carr group) while the remaining rats stayed in the vivarium in their home cages (Nov/Home group). The highest limbic system activation was found 7 days later in the Nov/SocI rats. In comparison with the LRs, the HRs showed a higher number of Fos(+) cells in most of the limbic prosencephalic structures (24 areas) in the Nov/SocI group, and in 12 areas, especially in the amygdala and the hypothalamus, in the Nov/Carr group. There were no HR/LR differences in the limbic system's activity in the Nov/Home group. Within dominance/submission differences, a higher Fos expression was found in 6 structures, especially in the limbic cortex, in the dominant rather than the subordinate HRs. We conclude that chronic social and laboratory stress persistently activates the limbic system, with the largest effects in the brains of rats responding maximally to novelty. Social position was less predictive of Fos expression than was activity to novelty.